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All Go Down Acoustic
Far

Standard Tuning E-A-D-G-B-E
  E                  E                C add9 ver.1    C maj7

E|----0--0--0--0-0-|----0--0--0--0-0-|---------------|--------------------|
B|----0--0--0--0-0-|----0--0--0--0-0-|----3-3-3-3----|0-------------------|
G|----1--1--1--1-1-|----1--1--1--1-1-|0---0-0-0-0----|0----------------2-1|
D|----2-----2------|----2-----2------|2---2-2-2-2----|2--2-4h5p4-2 0------|
A|----2-----2------|----2-----2------|3---3-3-3-3----|3-------------------|
E|0--------0-------|0--------0-------|---------------|--------------------|

  1 & 2 & 3 & 4     1 & 2 & 3 & 4     1 & 2 & 3 & 4   1&2& 3       &   4

This repeats for the whole verse
Verse Lyrics:
Too much time spent, thinking of ways to die
Sticky liquid filter shield our eyes.... from the sun
I ll try to be more open in my hope for our time
Blur the lines dividing what is ours

E
and what is mine...

Goes into 3
          4
  
C add9 ver. 2 
E|3|
B|3|
G|0|
D|2|
A|3|
E|0|
For 4 bars

E minor7  (022033)
For 4 bars

Repeat this 3 section
            4

Lyrics
Mother Theresa s been working nights
Say no more, I m on my way
Blister burn out on the way down
Say no more I m on my way

C add9 ver. 2    Weird D chord*    C add9 ver.1



And we           all go            down
                 * X22232
We all go down again
We all go down
Swore I d bring you something
Swore I d make it mine
Hands above my head stealing sunlight
from the sky
And I lost myself when you ran away
Say no more im on my way
Anyway goodbye, goodbye, goodbye
And we all go down
We all go down again
We all go down
And we all go down

Mess about with these C, Em and add9 bits and end with a E minor7 & then do the
hammer bit at the beginning and then back to the beginning part

Lyrics second verse:
I will pass on things that I ve been shown
You ll see too why I feel so alone in this world
I ll try to be more open with my hope for our time
Blur the lines dividing what is ours
And what is mine
Say no more, I m on my way to the sky

I m not sure about the chorus chords.
I heard this version of the song acoustic & I love it, but I couldn t find the
tabs for the song anywhere on the internet. So I decided to try and work it out
for myself and post it so other people could see how to play this song. This is
my first tab, I haven t been playing guitar for long so I hope there aren t too
many mistakes! Please correct me if there are.


